
Jan. ’05: Calling an intermediate ECU & Yen top…



Jan. ’05, Dollar Bottoming. But the lingering pattern raised 
questions of how long the greenback rally would last…



Jan’05, gold toppiness and relatively weak gold mining 
stocks vs. both signaled dollar rally likely



….

Jul’05: “Further Dollar Upside into the Fall…”



Sep/Oct ’05: Targeting dollar rally to 94.0 by mid Nov.

“Near term 
Top in Nov”



4-29-06: “New dollar low is the best technical 
projection” (Cornerstone/ Striker seminar, Tampa)



4-24-06: G-7 Statement mirrors IMF 
position favoring a weaker dollar



Sep & Oct: Dollar downside target remains @ 82.00



Insert DX Dec & Jan here… bottom &
Short term rally



Further dollar downside may require
Yen upside, not far away here



Japanese Yen tests and takes out Dec. ’04 lows 
on Jan 22, 2007. It is now in the most important 
bottoming pattern since the Jan ’05 top.
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The dollar remains in downtrend unless the key 
downsloping resistance line “1 – 1” is broken to 
the upside. Minimal downtrend target is the 
Dec’04/Jan’05 low cluster just above 80.00



Euro is nearing the most important topping zone 
since a 5 year secular uptrend began early 2002.

The uptrend is still intact above upsloping
support and is targeting at least a re-test of the
late 2004 high in the 1365 range.



Silver lining: If the Dollar softens, it will likely help 
U.S. corporate foreign earnings translations….



RECENT “GLOBAL-FEEDBACK” 
EFFECTS OF A WEAKER DOLLAR

1) U.S. companies report stronger currency
translation. Benefits U.S. earnings statements.
(see previous slide)

2) U.S. trade deficit narrows as exports become
more competitive. November 2006 deficit was
the lowest since July 2005.

3) Stock investors’ money flows into foreign
stock funds as the value of their shares rises
as the dollar weakens.

4) If the dollar has fallen substantially, foreign
shares may fall as: A) They wonder if the U.S.
can keep buying their goods; B) They wonder
If they can remain competitive against the U.S.

5) Weaker currency may come to be viewed as
an unreliable reserve currency.


